Dear Comrades,

It is with great pleasure that the Armenian Youth Federation (AYF) nominates comrade Sarineh Abrahamian as our candidate for the position of Vice President at the upcoming IUSY World Congress 2020 in Panama.

Sarineh has a proven track records of leadership and is a great fit for the position given that she is an advocate of human rights, and especially in the realm of enhancing women’s rights. She is a dedicated to our socialist ideals and motivated to achieve our shared values and objectives. Sarineh has a results-oriented approach to all her organizational endeavours across the globe. We are certain she will undertake the challenges and responsibilities of the position with high professionalism and care. Sarineh has already a rich experience in the AYF and its International Board, which is truly an advantage and will further enhance her work as a IUSY Vice President.

Sarineh’s interpersonal skills and personality make her a young role model. We believe she can lead by example and also mentor and elevate others. Her dedication to socialism, democracy, social justice, human rights and women’s rights is highly admirable and makes her the strong person that she is. Numerous AYF members and branches worldwide have worked with Sarineh, respect her, and vouch for her candidacy. We believe our nomination will be of a true benefit to the AYF, the member organizations and to IUSY in general.

Socialist regards,

Arshak Mesrobian
Head of organisation
Armenian Youth Federation

Supported by:
Belarusian Young Social Democrats MSD-MH – Belarus
ELYA – Bulgaria
BSPYU – Bulgaria
YSG – Georgia
Georgian Dream – Georgia
Democratic Youth of the Democratic Party of Moldova – Moldova
TSD – Romania
Russian Social Democratic Union of Youth – Russia
Union of Young Socialists (SMS) – Ukraine